
CASE STUDY - PROJECT:

Easthampstead Park Hotel

Easthampstead Park Hotel, owned by Active Hospitality,  is an impressive 
Victorian mansion set in 60 acres of parkland near Wokingham, Berkshire. 

With 29 bedrooms, 17 conference rooms, an orangery, restaurant and bars, 
the hotel can offer companies and individuals a wide range of services  
and facilities.

 LX BENIF Interior Film from surface material distributors 
spAce Architectural Interiors was recently used to 
refurbish the hotel’s reception desks, servery units and a 
coffee station by specialist contractors WRAPT.

The hotel’s Group Interior Designer takes up the story: “I contacted WRAPT about our 
reception desks that needed an uplift before our main refurbishment started.

Following their site visit, WRAPT’s quote was very favourable as  
against replacing all the desks and other reception furniture!
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With over 470 LX BENIF designs and finishes to choose from, desks, doors, paneling, skirting and 
architrave can be quickly transformed without the need for costly replacement furniture. 

LX BENIF Interior Film is CE and IMO Certified  
so can be specified with confidence for a wide  
range of applications.

In only three weeks following the initial contact, we had a finished,  
refurbished reception desk!

WRAPT completed the works in just a few days, while we were open,  
so it caused very little disruption to the business, which was great.

We were so pleased with the results we asked the company to refurbish our servery 
units and coffee stations which they did in only two days  
- while we had conferences taking place!

The finish of the BENIF Interior Film looks good and is very hardwearing  
so it’s well worth looking to refurbish your furniture rather than replace it.”

The reception desks were ‘wrapped’ with LX BENIF’s Travertine and Teak finish  
interior film, the coffee station with LX BENIF Travertine and the servery units  
with an LX BENIF Marble Eeffect interior film.

LX BENIF Interior Films are self-adhesive, architectural interior films that  
can be quickly and easily applied to almost any interior surface.
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 LX BENIF Interior Film’s finish, installation speed and 
minimum disruption impresses at Berkshire hotel.

The finish of LX BENIF films look 
good and are very hardwearing.

We were so pleased with the results we asked 
the company to refurbish our servery units 
and coffee stations.

WRAPT completed the work in only a 
few days while we were open.

It’s well worth refurbishing 
rather than replacing.
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